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Appendix	3

Pronunciation	guide
The table below is a pronunciation guide for the Duna alphabet prepared by Lila 
San Roque, representing the sounds using the International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA) and showing correspondence (or near correspondence) with the sounds 
of (Australian) English. It follows the Duna orthography used in San Roque 
(2008), which is based largely on the system devised and used by missionaries 
in the translation of the New Testament and in early Duna literacy programs (see 
Cochrane and Cochrane 1966; Giles n.d.). 

LETTER TYPICAL DUNA 
PRONUNCIATION(S) (IPA)

CLOSE MATCH(ES) IN AUSTRALIAN 
ENGLISH

a a as in father
e E as in net
h h ˙ as in hot
i i as ‘ee’ in sheep
k k g as ‘k’ in skip or ‘g’ in get
kh kH X as in key 
l ‰ Ò as in colour
m m as in mint
mb …b as in amber
n n as in net
nd <d as in under
ng ‘g as in finger
o ç as ‘or’ in corn
p p b as ‘p’ in spot or ‘b’ in bib
ph pH ∏ as ‘p’ in pot or ‘f’ in fit
r R d as ‘tt’ in butter in fast speech
s s ts t5H as ‘s’ in see, ‘ts’ in hits, or ‘t’ in talk
t t5 d5 L5 as ‘t’ in stop or ‘d’ in did
u u as ‘oo’ in boot
w w as in wood
y j as in yellow



steep slopes
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Notes

palatalisation 

Some consonants are palatalised when they occur in between the vowel ‘i’ and 
the vowel ‘a’. For example, the written sequence ‘ina’ can be pronounced to 
sound like inya and the written sequence ‘ita’ pronounced to sound like itya. 
Consonants that can undergo palatalisation in between ‘i’ and ‘a’ include k, l, n, 
nd, ng, r and t. The consonant ‘t’ can also undergo palatalisation in between ‘u’ 
and ‘a’ (so that ‘uta’ can sound like utya).

labialisation 

Some consonants are labialised when they occur in between the vowels ‘u’ or ‘o’ 
and the vowel ‘a’. For example, the written sequence ‘una’ can be pronounced 
to sound like unwa and the written sequence ‘oka’ pronounced to sound like 
okwa. Consonants that can undergo labialisation in between ‘u’ and ‘a’ include 
k, n, nd, ng and r.

transition vowels

When the vowel a precedes a glide w or y there is typically an additional 
‘transitional’ vowel pronounced that matches features of the glide. For example, 
the written sequence ‘aw’ can sound like auw and the written sequence ‘ay’ can 
sound like aiy. This can also be the case for ‘e’ preceding ‘y’ (that is, ‘ey’ can 
sound like eiy).


